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We present a coherent model that combines jet production from perturbative QCD with strongly-
coupled jet-medium interactions described in holography. We use this model to study the modifica-
tion of an ensemble of jets upon propagation through a quark-gluon plasma either resembling central
heavy ion collisions or proton-ion collisions. Here the modification of the dijet asymmetry depends
strongly on the subleading jet width, which can therefore be an important observable for studying
jet-medium interactions. We furthermore show that the modification of the shape of the leading
jet is relatively insensitive to the dijet asymmetry, whereas the subleading jet shape modification is
much larger for more imbalanced dijets.
Introduction - The discovery that the quark-gluon
plasma (QGP) produced in heavy ion collisions (HIC)
at RHIC and the LHC is strongly coupled makes it both
interesting and difficult to understand [1, 2]. One excel-
lent way to probe this plasma is to make use of highly
energetic quarks and gluons that are naturally produced
during the collision and study their properties after they
traverse the medium [3]. The production of such ener-
getic sprays of particles, called jets, in elementary col-
lisions is well understood within a perturbative QCD
(pQCD) framework, but the interaction of these jets
with QGP is theoretically more challenging since the
physics of the plasma itself is strongly coupled. Here
we will start with an ensemble of jets where the energies,
widths and dijet asymmetry of the produced jets are fixed
from pQCD computations, but the subsequent evolution
through QGP is fully determined from holography [4, 5].
One of the most famous observables showing the
strongly interacting nature of the QGP is the increased
imbalance of jet energies in a dijet system. This is char-
acterized by the modification of the dijet asymmetry
AJ = (p1−p2)/(p1+p2), with p1,2 the transverse momen-
tum of the leading and subleading jet. The energy loss
of jets depends on the path length through the medium,
but even for a constant path length the energy loss fluc-
tuates from jet to jet. Recent work found that solely
including fluctuations in the energy loss distribution of
centrally-produced dijets can explain the dijet asymme-
try observed in HIC, even though in this case both jets
have equal path lengths [6].
We confirm this study by showing that the dijet asym-
metry in our model is insensitive to the starting position
of the dijet, provided that the jet widths of each jet fluc-
tuate independently (in our model the jet width is crucial
for the energy loss). In the theoretical case where both
jets are restricted to have the same jet width we find
that the position and hence the path length imbalance
is important to modify the dijet asymmetry. Curiously,
either the path length variation or the energy loss fluc-
tuation results in an almost equal dijet asymmetry dis-
tribution. However, a coherent picture with appropriate
nuclear modification factor and jet shape modifications
can only be obtained when both effects are included.
Our analysis suggests two new observables that can
be particularly informative for the interaction of jets and
QGP.We first highlight the dependence of the dijet asym-
metry on the subleading jet width and show that wide
subleading jets lead to imbalanced dijets. Secondly, we
show the jet shape modifications of subleading and lead-
ing jets binned for different values of the dijet asymmetry.
Our model suggests that the leading jet is strongly mod-
ified independent of AJ , whereas the most imbalanced
dijets have the widest subleading jets. This observation
matches qualitatively with simulations done in JEWEL,
but the effect of the subleading jet shapes on the dijet
asymmetry is stronger in our holographic model. Related
recent work on jet shapes includes [7–10].
The aim of this work is to qualitatively study the ef-
fects of energy loss from holography and to use those
insights to identify observables that capture the physics
of jet-medium interactions. We do not attempt to model
all aspects of jet physics in the holographic calculation
and specifically do not include third jets, incoherent sub-
structure inside the subleading jet, hadronization or a
jet finding algorithm. All of these effects can have im-
portant contributions, particularly on the subleading jet
shape far from the jet axis as we discuss later.
The model - In holographic models the propagation of
a quark-antiquark pair at large coupling is described by
the dynamics of a classical string in Anti-de-Sitter space
(AdS) [12]. In the dual picture a falling string corre-
sponds to a cone of energy propagating along its axis with
an opening angle proportional to the downward angle σ0
of the string endpoint [13, 14]. Such strings can there-
fore be used as holographic proxies for dijets if supplied
with the required energy and if the string endpoints are
chosen to be moving apart in the center of energy frame.
The simplest initial condition for the string amounts to
creating the strings at a single point in the gravitational
AdS spacetime, with a velocity profile specifying the di-
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2Figure 1. (left) Jet nuclear modification factor RjetAA for different starting positions of jets in the transverse plane and the
physical value (black). (middle) The corresponding dijet asymmetry distribution is surprisingly insensitive to the starting
position, even though central starting positions have balanced path lengths [6]. Jets produced at the center do lose more energy
(as evident from the RjetAA), and are also more heavily modified (see also Fig. 2). (right) When (artificially) demanding that both
jets in a dijet system have the same jet width the dijet distribution does depend on the path length imbalance. Interestingly
the average dijet imbalance for jets with the same width (solid black) is almost equal to the physical case where both jet
widths fluctuate independently (dashed black). The overlayed data points show the input AJ distribution (black circles) from
PYTHIA+HYDJET simulations and the modified distribution (blue squares) measured by CMS in [11].
rection of each string segment [15, 16]. After a short time
these strings fall into the bulk AdS and thereby gain so
much kinetic energy that the string tension can be ne-
glected. This means that each individual string segment
travels on its own null geodesic, which greatly simplifies
the analysis [14]. In [5] a careful analysis of this nullifica-
tion process was performed, which concluded in a rather
stable distribution of energy along a nullified string as a
function of σ/σ0, with σ and σ0 the downward angles of
a string segment and of the string endpoint, respectively.
We use the model introduced in [4, 5], which includes
input from pQCD to construct an ensemble of initial
string conditions that is realistic from a QCD perspec-
tive. Most importantly, this model uses the QCD distri-
bution of the variable C(1)1 = Σi,jzizj |θij |/R [17], where
zi is the fraction of the jet energy carried by particle i,
θij the angular distance between particles i and j, and R
the jet radius parameter (we use R = 0.3 throughout this
work). C(1)1 is closely related to the jet width, which is
set by σ0 in the holographic model. The distribution of
energy along nullified strings matches the measured jet
shape in pp collisions for C(1)1 ≈ 2.0σ0 [5]. We use the
C
(1)
1 distribution to describe the widths of both leading
and subleading jets, however we note that the resulting
subleading jet shape in vacuum is narrower than mea-
surements [18], presumably due to the presence of third
jets. In this simplified model we take the jet produc-
tion spectrum to be proportional to p−6T , the quark/gluon
fraction as 50% and the initial vacuum dijet asymmetry
from a PYTHIA+HYDJET simulation from [11], which
used transverse momentum cuts (p1, p2) > (120, 30) GeV
[19]. This gives an ensemble of dijets in terms of holo-
graphic strings which matches the jet shape and dijet
asymmetry from pp collisions.
For the gravitational background we use the fluid-
gravity duality, with metric
ds2 = 2uµdx
µ dr + r2 (ηµν + (1− f(r))uµuν) dxµdxν ,
(1)
where f(r) = 1− (piT )/r4 with T and uµ the space-time
dependent temperature and velocity field. In this equa-
tion we ignored all gradient terms in the hydrodynamic
expansion (this implies that we have to ignore all gra-
dients in all equations to follow). We start our strings
at proper time τ0 = 0.5 fm/c at holographic position
r0 = 100 and r0 = 200 in equal fractions (they hence
start close to the boundary; the actual position has little
effect on the results presented). In an upcoming work we
will present a complete analysis of string propagation in
general metrics, including far-from-equilibrium dynamics
and viscous hydrodynamics [20], but these corrections do
not have significant effects on our results.
The temperature profile we model (quite crudely) as
[21]
T = b
[
dNch
dy
ρpart( ~x⊥/rbl(t))
Npart(t+ ti) rbl(t)2
]1/3
, (2)
where ρpart( ~x⊥) is the participant density as given by an
optical Glauber model, Npart gives the total participants
(defined as the integral of ρpart), dNch/dy is estimated as
1599 [5, 22] for the particle multiplicity at mid-rapidity
at the LHC and rbl(t) =
√
1 + (vT t/R)2, with vT = 0.6
and R = 6.7 fm. As a simple model for the transverse
fluid velocity we take ui = − tanh
(
4τ
3T∇iT
)
, which works
well for small times [23, 24] and gives a realistic magni-
tude at late times. For small systems we take the same
ansatz, but with ρpart( ~x⊥) a Gaussian with width given
by the pp cross section (i.e. 0.76 fm) and dNch/dy ≈ 50,
as appropriate for the 10% highest multiplicity events
[25]. For QCD b ≈ 0.78, but in our case we take b = 0.21
which is chosen to lead to a reasonable jet suppression
3Figure 2. (left) Leading (solid) and subleading (dashed) jet shapes are more heavily modified for centrally produced jets. The
average jet shape modification for leading and subleading jets is shown in black solid and dashed and for inclusive jets in dotted
black. (middle) Our main result is the dijet asymmetry binned for different widths of the subleading jets, which shows a strong
qualitative difference for wide and narrow subleading jets (corresponding to unbalanced and balanced dijets, respectively).
The dijets with the most narrow subleading jets are even more balanced than vacuum dijets. (right) In JEWEL dijets with a
wider subleading jet also have a more imbalanced dijet asymmetry distribution, but for wide subleading jets the distribution is
broader in AJ and for narrow subleading jets it is narrower. The errors are statistical only.
and to account for differences between QCD and the (su-
persymmetric) holographic model presented here [5].
The starting positions of the dijets follow a binary
scaling distribution of ρpart( ~x⊥)2 and ρpart( ~x⊥) for the
large and small systems respectively. For the small sys-
tem this assumes the colliding ion is approximately ho-
mogeneous. For each jet we then subsequently compute
the evolution of about 100 string segments on their null
geodesics, which we translate into an energy momentum
flow when the plasma reaches the freeze-out temperature
of 175 MeV [14, 26]. The segments that have not fallen
in the black hole have new AdS angles, which lead to a
new jet shape and new jet pT defined to be the pT within
r = 0.3 of the average direction of the jet. It is impor-
tant to note that strings with endpoints traveling into
the bulk at a large downward angle, or equivalently jets
with large width, will fall into the black hole faster and
hence lose more energy to the plasma than their narrow
counterparts.
Dijets and jet shapes - The energy loss of dijets in
HIC has particularly rich and interesting physics. De-
pending on the production point of the dijet the two jets
traverse a different part of the medium. Both jets may
also lose energy differently, depending on their width in
the holographic picture or on the particular structure of
the particle shower in a weakly coupled picture. When a
dijet pair is particularly imbalanced either in path length
or in width it is possible that leading and subleading jets
can be interchanged by the effect of the plasma (in our
holographic model this happens for 3% of dijets).
Fig. 1 (left) shows the resulting suppression of jets of
a given pT relative to the initial ensemble (the jet nu-
clear modification factor RjetAA), for all jets in the ensem-
ble separated by their initial positions. Jets produced at
the center lose much more energy on average than jets
produced at the edge and hence are more suppressed. In
order to quantify the effects of the path length imbalance
and the jet width fluctuations on the AJ distribution we
show the distribution for the ensemble separately for dif-
ferent initial positions (dijets originating at the center
always have balanced path lengths), see Fig. 1 (middle),
and subsequently for the subset of these dijets where the
two jets have the same jet width, see Fig. 1 (right). In
this case the jets in a dijet system do not have indepen-
dent energy loss fluctuations. When the dijets have both
widths varying independently the asymmetry does not
depend strongly on the path length, confirming results
of [6]. However, for the theoretical case that both jets in
a dijet have the same width the path length imbalance is
crucial to obtain the dijet imbalance. It is surprising to
note that on average the final AJ distribution is almost
identical regardless of whether the jet widths fluctuate
independently or not. It is also almost identical to the
one obtained for centrally-produced dijets.
To study both effects more closely we show the jet
shape modifications for both subleading and leading jets
in Fig. 2 (left), where ρAA,pp(r) are the normalized trans-
verse momentum distributions as a function of the angu-
lar distance r to the average direction of the jet for AA
and pp collisions respectively. Clearly, jets produced at
the center also have their shapes more strongly modified,
which in the case of independent energy loss makes them
more imbalanced. This gives an extra explanation why
the path length is not crucial for the dijet asymmetry dis-
tribution [6]: jets that have the same path length often
are jets that are modified most which makes them more
unbalanced for that reason.
Our main result is to select jets on their final width (de-
fined here as w ≡ ´ R=0.3
0
rρ(r)dr), which unlike selecting
on starting positions is also possible experimentally. Fig.
2 (middle) shows the AJ distribution binned for differ-
ent widths of the subleading jet. Clearly, the width of
the subleading jet is essential in the dijet asymmetry:
wider subleading jets lead to asymmetric dijets, whereas
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Figure 3. We show the leading (solid) and subleading (dashed) jet shape modifications binned for different jet transverse
momentum (left) and different dijet imbalance AJ (middle) for the holographic model. (right) shows the equivalent plot in
JEWEL, overlayed with CMS data obtained from [18], both considering only particles with pT > 3 GeV. This right figure uses
the p2 > 50 GeV instead of p2 > 30 GeV to be consistent with [18], which leads to small differences for AJ > 0.41. It is clear
that the leading jet shapes consistently get narrower. The shape of the subleading jet depends on both AJ and pT , with less
balanced events or smaller subleading jet pT giving wider subleading jets.
the narrowest subleading jets even lead to a distribution
that is more symmetric than the original pp asymmetry.
In Fig. 2 (right) we compare our result with results from
the JEWEL Monte Carlo generator, which is based on a
weakly-coupled kinetic theory with scattering centers in
the QGP [27]. We generate events at 2.76 TeV with the
default medium model chosen to match hydrodynamic
simulations at this energy and reconstruct anti-kt jets
using FastJet. We turn off medium recoils in JEWEL
so that medium back reaction is ignored as in the holo-
graphic calculation. Wider subleading jets are also more
imbalanced on average in JEWEL, but for larger C(1)1
values the distribution is wider than in the holographic
case.
The jet shapes in the leftmost panel of Fig. 2 are ‘the-
oretical’, in the sense that experimentally it is impossible
to assign a starting location x1 to an individual jet. It is
however possible to see a similar effect experimentally by
selecting dijets according to their transverse momentum
(Fig. 3, left) or their asymmetry (Fig. 3, middle). Quite
curiously, the leading jet shape does not depend strongly
on either pT or AJ (an experimental indication that this
is correct can be found in [18]). Strikingly, however, we
find that the subleading jet shapes strongly depend on
both the transverse momentum and the dijet asymme-
try, with more unbalanced dijets having wider subleading
jets. The widening of the subleading jets is in agreement
with the two competing effects studied in [4], where every
jet gets wider, but the average shape of the ensemble of
jets can narrow due to the steeply falling jet production
spectrum. For subleading jets the first effect is domi-
nant, since the subleading pT cut is much lower than the
typical pT of a subleading jet.
The JEWEL analysis (Fig. 3, right) confirms the jet
shape dependence on AJ qualitatively, except that at
large r the subleading jet shapes in JEWEL are nar-
rower. One advantage of JEWEL is that it contains a
full Monte Carlo, and hence incorporates 3rd jets, or in-
coherent partons at relatively large r that lose energy to
QGP independently (see i.e. [28, 29]). These type of
partons are a rather typical contribution to subleading
jet shapes at large r, and the quenching of such partons
will lead to narrower subleading jet shapes. Since this
is not taken into account in the holographic model the
subleading jet shape at large r cannot be accurately com-
pared with experimental data. The JEWEL analysis, on
the other hand, compares quite well with CMS jet shape
data [18], when restricting to pT > 3 GeV (this leaves
out the thermal particles that we did not take into ac-
count). This effect is likely also related to the reason that
JEWEL has wider distributions in Fig. 2 (right), since
incoherent partons do not give rise to subleading jets as
wide as in the holographic model. However, the width
of the jet is less sensitive to the large r part of the jet
shape, so that the middle of Fig. 2 is more robust than
the subleading jet shape at large r.
Qualitatively the dependence on the subleading jet
width is intuitive: a wider jet generically loses more en-
ergy than a narrow jet, and hence will likely end up
with significantly less energy than the other jet. The
full story is however more complicated: the combination
of the steeply falling jet spectrum and momentum cuts
biases the interpretation of jet modification observables
and necessitates considering an ensemble of jets [4, 5].
Furthermore in both JEWEL and holography the final jet
width can deviate substantially from the intial jet width.
Nevertheless, both the holographic model and JEWEL
agree with the naive intuition, although the holographic
model produces significantly wider subleading jets. This
suggests either a stronger influence of the jet width on
the energy loss in holography, or a stronger jet width
evolution while the jet traverses the plasma.
Small systems - We also applied our model to small sys-
tems comparable to proton-ion collisions. In our model it
is possible to study the effects that the large fluid veloc-
ities present in heavy-ion and proton-ion collisions may
have on the energy loss of jets. While including fluid ve-
locity in the transverse plane did not change results sub-
5Figure 4. (left) Nuclear modification factor as a function of
energy for jets produced at different positions. Calculations
with and without transverse fluid velocity are shown in solid
and dashed, respectively. The effect of transverse flow is to
reduce energy loss for jets produced near the center. (right)
We show the jet shape modifications for leading (blue), sub-
leading (red) and inclusive jets (green). For small systems
subleading jet shapes are not necessarily wider, which is sur-
prisingly different from Fig. 2 (left).
stantially for the heavy ion observables above, for small
systems the fluid velocity is essential. In particular, Fig.
4 (left) shows that the fluid velocity increases the average
RjetAA from about 0.96 to about 0.98, which is primarily
due to jets produced around the center which experience
much less energy loss because they always propagate with
the flow of the plasma. The same can be seen in the jet
shape modifications, where all leading, subleading and in-
clusive jet shapes are more strongly modified in a plasma
without flow. Subleading jet shapes are not necessarily
wider than the leading jets, which is rather different from
the heavy ion case in Fig. 2 (left).
Discussion - In this work we take input from pQCD
to model dijet evolution through a holographic plasma.
This suggests two interesting observables requiring fur-
ther study: the AJ distribution binned for different sub-
leading jet widths (Fig. 2, middle) and the jet shape
modifications of leading and subleading jets binned for
different AJ (Fig. 3, middle). The former showed similar
qualitative features to the results from JEWEL Monte
Carlo, while the jet shapes agreed qualitatively for the
leading jet shapes and for small r. Both experimental
measurements and different model results of these observ-
ables (including pQCD computations, for example [30])
will shed light on the interplay of path lengths, jet energy
loss fluctuations, jet structure and substructure.
The model presented requires many future improve-
ments, and for that reason the results presented should
be seen as qualitative. We only consider back-to-back
dijets without considering third jets, and we do not treat
the back reaction of jets on the medium or include any
hadronization procedure. All of these can potentially be
improved by incorporating the model in a Monte Carlo
framework such as JETSCAPE [31] (see also [8]). We
stress in particular that third jets can affect the sublead-
ing jet shapes at intermediate to large r, which likely
contributes to the difference between our result (Fig. 3
middle) and JEWEL (Fig. 3 right). We note that the av-
eraged subleading jet shape of JEWEL agreed quite well
with the result of CMS when including particles with
pT > 3 GeV. This cut in transverse momentum is im-
portant to separate the jet from the medium (also done
in [32]). However it is known that recoils have a large
effect on jet shapes when lower pT particles are included
[9], and they may have some impact on the jet shapes for
pT > 3 GeV especially at large r. Finally, it would also be
interesting to extend this analysis to γ−jet events, where
it is possible to use the photon as a probe of the initial
jet energy and directly study how the shape modification
of a jet depends on its energy loss.
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